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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Background of the study 

 Movie is media that used as entertainment. It contain a lot of 

education as King states that films provide more pedagogical options and are 

a rich resource of intrinsically motivating materials for learners
1
. In this 

study the writer analyze movie in linguistic term that is morphology. Movie 

contain many affixes and it useful for student that study morphology in the 

collage. Movie also is real conversation in daily life. The writer analyze 

Avenger Infinity War movie as an affixation material. This movie was one of 

the most popular in April 2018. Many things must be considered in 

analyzing movies such as grammar, word, word formation and etc.   

 One of the thing that should noticed is grammar when we analyze 

affixes in a movie. A grammar of language is the description of the ways in 

which word can change their form and can be combine into sentences in that 

language.
2
 Grammar is important in a movie because grammar used for 

successful communication both in writing and speaking. 

Word as part of language has an important rules in forming a 

language. Without word we would be unable to convey our thoughts through 
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language
3
. People always use word to build a sentence. One of language 

development is creating a new word. The way which new word are made is 

called word formation. According to Hans Marchand cited Ilzamudin 

Ma‟mur and As‟ari B. Fathoni, Word formation is that branch of the science 

of language which studies the patterns on which a language forms a new 

lexical unit, i.e. words. Word formation can only be concerned with 

composites which are analyzable both formally and semantically.
4
 

Affixes in a word can change the form of word class such as “teach 

(verb)” when added by “er” becomes “teacher”, it‟s a noun. Based on the 

writer‟s experience, he has found some students of English Education 

Department still do not understand about word class in morphology, for 

example in a word “Generalization” it‟s a noun and the root is “general” 

(adjective). When the word adding suffix “ion” it will become a noun. 

Therefore the writer chooses this Title that students can understand about 

affixes and word class in morphology.  

In this study, the writer uses Avenger Infinity War Movie as the 

media of the research. A movie is one of the media that is used in research 

because it can increase motivation, creativity and understanding of students. 

The movie is also audiovisual which is very fun because it contains images 
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and sounds.  In the movie the writer found many affixes in the dialogue. 

Therefore, the writer chooses Avenger Infinity War Movie as a research and 

it contains education in linguistic. 

Based on those reasons, the researcher chooses the Avenger Infinity 

War Movie as data source. The researcher hopes that the result of this 

analysis will be useful to enrich the readers understanding of affixes and 

word class in morphology and the writer would like to carry out the research 

under the title “Introducing English Word Class: Affixes In Avenger 

Infinity War Movie”.  

B. Statements of problem 

a. What are the affixes appeared in Avenger Infinity War Movie.? 

b. What are the characteristics of affixes in Avenger Infinity War Movie 

as English word class.? 

C. Objective of the Study 

Based on the statement of the problem above, the main aims of this 

study are: 

a. To identify the affixes in Avenger Infinity War Movie. 

b. To know the characteristics of affixes in Avenger Infinity War Movie 

as word class. 
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D. Significance of the study 

The result of this study will be able to provide the information about 

affixes in avenger infinity war movie using descriptive qualitative research 

which the method uses the collects, classifies and analyzes the data, and 

draw the conclusion from the analyzed data. By knowing the classification of 

word class found in avenger infinity war movie, the readers get more 

knowledge about affixes and word class in morphology. 

The result of this research also will be useful for the teacher who is 

going to teach about morphology and use avenger infinity war movie as the 

visual aid. 

To the researcher, the result of this research will give new knowledge 

about morphology and word class. The last is for the other researchers who 

would like to conduct the same issue of this study can find out the additional 

information and references through reading this study. 

E. Limitation of the study  

To make this study more focused, the writer intends to formulate the 

limitation of the problems on identifiying affixes in Avenger Infinity War 

Movie as the data source. 

F. Previous of study 

In this research, the researcher summarizes some relevant previous 

studies from a paper and a journal that: 
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1. This paper study about how to analyze of derivational affixes in The 

Land of Five Tower Novel by A, Fuadi. This research aimed to find 

out the derivational affixes. the writer suggests that to improve the 

reader mastery of vocabulary, the readers should be apply the 

derivational affixes by breaking the word into its elements root and 

affixes because from one word they can get the structure of words 

and they also find how the words built.By knowing the roots, the 

readers can build the word by themselves.
5
 

2. The previous of study that writer found in paper under title “The 

Morphemic Analysis of The Jakarta Post‟s Headline (a case study at 

sixth semesters of English education (TBI) class E of IAIN „‟SMH” 

Banten). It study about how to analyze morphemes correctly based on 

tree diagram, kind of morphemes, affixes and word classes. .  

3. This study discusses the process of forming English words in the way 

morphology. The problems of this research are the form, function, 

and meaning of derivational suffix found in The Jakarta Post online 

news. This research explains the form of suffix, function and 

meaning of the derivative suffix found in the data source.
6
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4. Qiyat Alfianto display of his study that he identify the kind of affixes 

and explain the form and meaning each affixes. the researcher found 

indicator of noun, adjective, adverb which have a form suffixes that 

change word class in Campus English Magazine.
7
 

Based on the previous above, a lot of people discuss morphemes and 

affixation based on the problem that researcher took, such as the 

importance of affixation to improve students‟ vocabulary or as a test of 

students‟ ability or just to analyze the form, function and meaning of 

morphemes on a particular media.  

Responding to the previous study above, the writer has his own 

reasons that distinguish his research different from the previous one. 

Based on the writer‟s problems. He found some students were difficult in 

determining the class of English words when the word attached by 

affixation. The uniqueness of this research is that affixes are introduced 

as an English word class because no one research before. Therefore this 

research makes it different from previous studies.  

G. Organization of Writing 

To make this research easy to be comprehended, the writer divides 

this research into three chapters: 
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Chapter 1 is Introduction. In this chapter the researcher puts some 

points: background of the study, statement of the study, objective of the 

study, significant of the study, limitation of the study, previous of study and 

the writing organization. 

Chapter 2 is theoretical frameworks. This chapter consists of the 

theories from some experts about morpheme, affixes, word, classification of 

words, word formation, inflectional, derivational and avenger infinity war 

movie. 

Chapter 3 is research methodology which consists of the research 

method, the site and time of study, the technique of data collecting and the 

technique of data analyzing. 

 


